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Introduction
Analyses in temperate Central European forests show only moderate coherency between tree-ring
growth and temperature and precipitation (Bonn 1998, Lebourgeois et al. 2004), Water availability
seems to be the primary growth-limiting factor for all Central European tree species (Friedrichs et
al. 2008b). All climatic factors are controlled by the large-scale circulation, which can be described
by a classification primarily introduced by Hess & Brezowsky 1952 (Gerstengarbe & Werner 2005).
In total 29 weather regime types, the so called Großwetterlagen (GWL), are divided.
To get a better understanding of the climatic triggering of the detected spatial patterns of growth
variations in Central European tree rings (Neuwirth 2005; Neuwirth et al. 2007) this study
investigates in a first step the relations between the GWL and extreme growth events. Therefore
pointer years for the period 1900 to 1976 will be derived from a tree-ring width network of 373
dendrochronological sites from Central Europe (area between 5° to 15° E and 42.5° to 52.5° N). In
a deductive approach the Central European master plot will be compared with GWL anomalies on
an interannual scale. Single year analyses of all detected negative pointer years yield to an
explanation of the growth anomalies by specific GWL combinations.
Tree-ring data
The study is based on a tree-ring network of 373 sites across Central Europe (Fig. 1a). The
dendrochronological network, introduced by Neuwirth (2005), and amplified by following studies of
the dendrochronological group in Bonn (Friedrichs et al. 2009, Schultz et al. 2008), represents the
ecological spectrum of Central European forest communities.

Figure 1: Spatial distribution of the dendrochronological sites and rates of the different tree species.

The investigation includes following species: fir (Abies alba, ABAL), beech (Fagus sylvatica,
FASY), douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii, PSME), larch (Larix deciduas, LADE), mountain pine
(Pinus uncinata, PIUN), oak (Quercus species, QUSP), spruce (Picea abies, PCAB), Scots pine
(Pinus sylvestris, PISY), and Swiss stone pine (Pinus cembra, PICE).
The unequal spreading of tree species portions illustrated in Fig. 1b is mainly caused by the native
distribution of tree species in Central Europe. For all dendrochronological sites, the tree-ring width
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chronologies cover at least the period from 1894 to 1982. A site consists of about 12 dominant
trees.
GWL data
The GWL dataset goes back to 1881 and has got a daily resolution. The 29 GWL can be grouped
into ten synoptic types which represent the basic flow directions over the North Atlantic and Central
European continent (Gerstengarbe & Werner 2005). Each GWL is combined with different air
masses and, consequently, different characteristics in terms of temperature and moisture (Bissoli
2001). The weather conditions for one GWL are not homogeneous. So it is always a spatial pattern
regarding the weather condition, which is modified by the topography and the changing tracks of
the anticyclones and cyclones. Furthermore the spatial weather condition pattern for one GWL
shows differences over the four seasons. The short cuts for the 29 GWL are cited at the end of this
paper.
Methods
The raw tree-ring width series for each site were checked with TSAPWin (Rinn 2005) and Cofecha
(Holmes 1983). Pointer years were calculated according to Cropper (1979) for the period from
1900 to 1976. A 13-year moving average was used to calculate the filter curve and to compute
ratios between raw tree-ring width series and the filter curve. The 373 sites were averaged to
cropper site series and a z-transformation was carried out to make the different sites comparable.
Based on the 373 z-transformed cropper series a master plot was built. A classification of the
pointer years yields to weak pointer years, if their index values are below -0.6. Values below -0.75
are defined as strong negative pointer years, and values below -1.0 as extreme negative pointer
years. After coding, the GWL data for each GWL monthly sums were calculated. These sums are
called monthly GWL sums (MGS). Additionally for every GWL monthly GWL means (MGM) for
period from 1900 to 1976 were computed. To calculate monthly GWL anomalies the MGM were
subtracted from the MGS. To calculate yearly GWL anomalies the absolute values of the monthly
GWL anomalies were added up.
Results
For the time period from 1900 to 1976 seven years could be classified as pointer years (1901,
1929, 1930, 1934, 1948, 1956, and 1976), the years 1929 and 1976 were strong negative pointer
years and 1948 was an extreme negative pointer year. The comparison between the master plot
and the yearly GWL anomalies in days (Fig 2) shows nearly no synchronicity pattern on an annual
scale.

Figure 2: Master plot (grey bars) and the GWL anomalies (black line) in days from 1900 to 1980.
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For example the year 1955, which has the highest index value, the numbers of GWL anomalies are
also high, but for 1976 we find the opposite situation: a high GWL anomaly corresponds with a
strong negative pointer year (low index value) and therefore with narrow tree rings in Central
Europe. 1948, the year with the smallest tree rings, shows nearly no GWL anomalies.

Figure 3: Spatial distribution of sites with negative pointer years (index below -0.6; black triangles) and with
extreme negative pointer years (below -1.0; grey triangles) for 1929 (left) and 1948 (right).

In consequence, on an annual scale it is not possible to link the number of GWL anomalies with
the observed growth reactions expressed by pointer years.
A comparison between the strong pointer year 1929 and the strongest pointer year 1948 is
illustrated in Fig. 3. The spatial distribution of sites with negative pointer years and the distribution
of sites with extreme negative pointer years (grey triangles in Fig. 2) show no conspicuous
differences between the years 1929 and 1948. Regarding the extreme reactions (grey triangles in
Fig. 2) we see a lower number of reacting sites in 1929 (left part of Fig. 2). In 1929 only 171 sites,
that is curtly one-half of the 373 sites, show an extreme negative pointer year. In opposite, in 1948
more than two-third (=256 sites) of all sites show an extreme negative reaction, but the spatial
distribution of sites with extreme negative reactions is similar in both years.
Due to the fact that it is not possible to link GWL anomalies on an annual resolution with pointer
years and that there are differences regarding the intensity and number of reactions, it was
necessary to investigate the GWL anomalies for all pointer years on a monthly basis. Exemplary
the results for the year 1929 are presented in figure 4.
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Figure 4: GWL anomalies for February (grey bars), March (white bars) and April (dark grey bars) in days for
the year 1929.

The figure shows the GWL anomalies in days calculated between the MGM and the real
appearance in the specific month for the beginning of the 1929th vegetation period.
February 1929 is characterized by an anomaly of nearly 18 days. The appearance of the GWLs
SA, HFZ, SEZ and HFA is more frequent than usual. This constellation leads to cold and dry
conditions. In March an anomaly of 22 days could be observed due to the more frequent
appearance of the GWLs BM, HB, HM, causing cold temperatures. In April NZ, TM, and HNA
appeared exceptionally numerous causing extreme cold conditions. Only a short warmer period
from 3 days caused by HM in the middle of April interrupts this extreme cold period. Therefore it is
useful to take the sequence respectively the persistent of the different GWLs into consideration,
because they can strengthen or weaken each other.
The late winter / early spring situation in 1929 is characterized by GWLs which are combined with
mainly continental and consequently cold and dry air masses. The GWLs of the zonal circulation
type played no direct decisive role in 1929.
The analyses of the other remaining six pointer years show characteristic constellations of GWL
anomalies, which were responsible for the negative growth reactions in the corresponding years.
Always a combination of GWLs is responsible for the negative pointer year, never only a single
GWL. Furthermore the GWL constellations, which were responsible for the negative pointer years
were always different.
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The findings of the analysis for all 7 negative pointer years for the period from 1900 to 1976 are
summarized in figure 5.

Figure 5: Frequencies of GWL impacts on negative pointer years (ciphers in brackets) for the period from
1900 to 1976 differentiated into the 10 synoptic types and their main air masses tracks over Central Europe.
GWLs are only displayed if they were responsible for more than one pointer year. Squared brackets indicate
GWLs with a reduced frequency, parenthesis indicate GWLs with an increased frequency in the pointer
years. Abbreviations of the GWLs are listened at the end of this paper.

The ciphers in brackets behind the GWL abbreviations indicated the number of years in which the
particular GWL is responsible for a negative growth anomaly. In all of the seven pointer years WZ
shows an anomaly regarding the frequency, but in all pointer years except 1948 the frequency of
WZ is reduced. Therefore it seems to be no direct influence of WZ on tree ring growth because the
lack of WZ is filled with other GWLs which play the decisive role.
In pointer years especially the GWLs of the synoptic types East, Central European high, Central
European low, and the GWLs HB, TRM and TRW show an increased frequency in comparison to
the mean for the period from 1900 to 1976. The GWLs of the types Southwest and West are
unimportant for the explanation of the investigated negative pointer years followed by the synoptic
types South and Northwest.
In consequence mainly those GWLs which bring continental air masses in the research area are
responsible for the investigated pointer years.
Conclusion and Discussion
The target of this investigation was to find out the impact of the large scale circulation pattern
expressed by the GWL dataset on Central European pointer years. The investigation shows that
there is no link between GWL and negative pointer years on an interannual scale – the peaks of
GWL anomalies do not agree with the peaks of the Central European master plot. The
interpretation of the spatial distribution of sites with strong reactions yields to the finding that there
is no variation between the strongest negative pointer years. Only the number of sites with extreme
negative pointer years is reduced, not their distribution.
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The single year analyses show that for all investigated negative pointer years always different
GWL constellations were responsible. Common to all negative pointer years is, that GWLs which
are combined with continental air masses play the decisive role whereas GWLs of the zonal
circulation types are not direct relevant. Another point to mention is that the sequence of different
GWLs is quite important because the different GWLs can strengthen or weaken each other.
Further investigations are necessary regarding an expanded time window and regarding the
sequence of the various GWLs with a daily resolution.
GWL abbreviations
Following abbreviations are used for the 29 GWLs: West Anticyclonic (WA), West Cyclonic (WZ),
Southern West (WS), Angleformed West (WW), South-West Anticyclonic (SWA), South-West
Cyclonic (SWZ), North-West Anticyclonic, (NWA), North-West Cyclonic (NWZ), Central European
High (HM), Central European Ridge (BM), Central European Low (TM), North Anticyclonic (NA),
North Cyclonic (NZ), North Iceland High Anticyclonic (HNA), North Iceland High Cyclonic (HNZ),
British Isles High (HB), Central European Trough (TRM), North-East Anticyclonic (NEA), NorthEast Cyclonicl (NEZ), Fennoscandian High Anticyclonic (HFA), Fennoscandian High Cyclonic
(HFZ), Norwegian Sea - Fennoscandian High Anticyclonic (HNFA), Norwegian Sea Fennoscandian High Cyclonic (HNFZ), South-East Anticyclonic (SEA), South-East Cyclonic (SEZ),
South Anticyclonic (SA), South Cyclonic (SZ), British Isles Low (TB), Western European Trough
(TRW)
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